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Silent, Bitter Majorities
I PERSONALLY both like and respect Mr T. R. Fyvel
but I cannot agree that the law-abiding majority
passively accepts minority resistance to the law and
that it is unsure of its; bearings. The law-abiding
majority is in fact increasingly bitter and resentful.
Its verdict upon Stephen Gately, the victim in
London's Red Lion Square demonstration, was that
it is the business of students to study, and that if you
don't want to get hurt you shouldn't participate in
Left-wing demonstrations. Its verdict upon the
I.R.A.'s Price sisters who went on hunger strike was
that they should have been allowed to die, and that
they should have been hanged anyway.

What is frightening is the width of the gap between
the majority and the tiny Left-wing minority which
determines the treatment of crime and the preservation
of order generally. This minority—as was made
obvious when capital punishment for murder was
abolished—not only disregards public opinion, but
has a positive contempt for it.

I'm not here concerned about whether the majority
or the minority is right. Protest against the school of

thought represented by our present (at the time of
writing) Home Secretary seems absolutely futile. But
at least I can make it clear what the majority feels. To
use a vulgar American saying, "You can screw me all
night, but you can't make me like it. . . ."

JOHN BRAINE
Woking,
Surrey

Trieste—or Zurich
IN YOUR September issue John Weightman writes:
". . . It was a brilliant idea to think of James Joyce,
Tristan Tzara and Lenin as being all together . . . in
Trieste during the First World War." If that was Tom
Stoppard's idea in his new play Travesties, then it
is brilliant to the point of travesty. It is more than
Lokal=patriotismus that moves me to write that it was
not Trieste but Zurich. A little more respect for
history, dear comrades (as Lenin, in Zurich's Spiegel-
gasse would have said), and for geography.

FRANCOIS BONDY
Die Weltwoche,
Zurich
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& Letters Today-
North Dakota

LAST STAND : As an assault on progress it will have
about as much effect as being stabbed with an omel-
ette. Nevertheless, the school board in Drake, North
Dakota, has submitted a hefty claim for the town as
one of the last outposts of medievalism by ordering
the burning of books that offend their sensitivities.

Three dozen copies of Kurt Vonnegut's novel
Slaughterhouse Five, about the Allied bombing of
Dresden, have been denounced as "tools of the devil"
and put to the torch. Other books scheduled to be
destroyed before their alleged profanity can corrupt
the youth of Drake are James Dickey's Deliverance,
and anthologies of short stories by Ernest Heming-
way, John Steinbeck and William Faulkner.

Although all five members of the school board
admit that they haven't read any of the books, they
have fired Bruce Severy, the 27-year-old English
teacher who assigned them to students. "Most of the
criticism focuses specifically on some four-letter
words commonly referred to as slang" he says."Their
action is academically dishonest, anti-intellectual
and irrational."

Drake is appropriately close to where Custer made
his last stand.

DAILY MAIL

Ceylon
O. BIT: Mrs Bandaranaike's censors in Sri Lanka
still seem to need a little training in their jobs. Four
days after opposition newspapers were closed down
there, and anti-Government meetings banned, this
notice appeared yesterday in the obituary column of
the Government-controlled Ceylon Daily News:

"O'Cracy—the death occurred under tragic cir-
cumstances of D. E. M. O'Cracy, beloved husband
of T. Ruth, loving father of L. I. Bertie, brother of
Faith, Hope and Justitia. Interred on Saturday 20th
Apri l , " DAILY TELEGRAPH

Frankfurt
MARXMANSHIP: The Editors of the "DUDEN" , the
great German-language etymological dictionary,
have replied to the critique of their latest edition
from the Association of East German Journalists.
They had been accused of "linguistic manipulation",
presumably in the interests of West German propa-
ganda. In their reply they insisted that all the words
and their usages were the results of objective re-
search in all the German-speaking areas, "without the
slightest attempt to lean one way or the other. . . . "
Considered specially dangerous was the use of such
phrases as "die Mauer (the Berlin Wall)" and
"countries behind the Iron Curtain", as contrasted
with "die freie Welt (the free world)". What
evidently upset the East-Germans was the absence of
the word "Klassenkampf (class struggle)." The
West-Germans explained that it was a verbal concept
that had no precise equivalent in literal meaning or
common usage.

FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG

Berlin
A-TO-Z: About 500 license plates with letters
referring to Nazi organisations are on automobiles
here, German officials said today.

The letters are SA, the initials of the brown-
shirted stormtroopers; SS, for the Nazi execution
squads and elite troops; H J for the Hitler Youth
and KZ for concentration camps.

A member of the opposition Christian Democratic
party asked yesterday if the city had to issue such
plates. Karl Koenig, Social Democratic head of the
City Economics Department that issues the plates,
said that, under West German law, requests for such
letters cannot be turned down.

INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE

London
ANGLO-AMERICAN DIFFERENCES: American news-
paper reporters [writes Alfred Friendly] look with
awe and envy at the insouciance with which their
British colleagues treat the names of the people
they write about. They tend to omit entirely the
Christian name when it does not come readily to
mind ("Mr Fuller, inventor of the geodesic
dome . . .") , they insist that the middle name
of all Americans who have one is the front
half of a British double surname ("Mr Biddle Duke
and Mr Cabot Lodge, the former ambassadors
. . ."), and they content themselves with spelling any
name, particularly any American name, more or less
as it sounds ("Walter Lippman," "Sen Javitz").

But a photo caption and five paragraphs by
Penndenis about an American lady identified as
Jouette Shousse is a record. Internal evidence,
itself pretty tangled, suggests that the subject is
Mrs Jouett Shouse (her late husband, as was
certainly his right, spelled his first name without
a terminal 'e' and his last without a double V). Her
Christian name is Catherine. She made her splendid
donation of her estate as a music center not last
year, as Penndenis reports, but eight years ago.

Incidentally, was she entirely kind in relating, and
Mr Penn Denis in reporting, that her choice for the
American presidency, Mr Nixon, puts himself to
sleep with classical music ? Many people, including
other American presidents—/ am thinking, inter
alia, of Mr Geoffreyson—maintained themselves
quite awake while listening to classical music.

THE OBSERVER

Washington, B.C.
INFERNAL: Dr Kissinger is said to have remarked
that his difficulties in negotiating a ceasefire
between North and South Vietnam is nothing
compared with dealing with the various Arab
parties and Israel, and that he now understands
what Dante's Inferno is all about.
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Publishing Group

Francis King
A GAME OF PATIENCE
'The balance and complexity of his writing, which seems simple,
are constantly fresh and bracing.' Peter Spraub, New Statesman
'Mr King has caught with unstriving authenticity the strangely
null and suspended life of wartime England beyond the bombing,
a time out of time ..." Anthony Thwaite, The Observer
"The writing is masterly and so is the reticence.' Isabel Quigly,
The Financial Times
£2.75

Gordon Honeycomb
ADAM'S TALE
Written in close collaboration
with Adam Acworth, one of
the members of Scotland
Yard's drug squad
prosecuted in 1973 for
perjury and fabrication of
evidence, Gordon Honeycombe's
documentary novel on police
corruption raises serious
questions about means and ends
in law enforcement.
£3.25

John Me Vicar
Me VICAR BY HIMSELF

Edited by Goronwy Rees
'Public enemy No. 1'
'a vicious criminal' -

in this astonishing self-portrait
McVicar, at present serving a
twenty-three year sentence,

closely examines his previous
outlook. He detects in himself and

other professional criminals, a
specific criminality which our legal
and penal systems make no attempt

to combat, and which is in fact
reinforced by prison life.

£2.75
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